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About the FOUNDATION Project

FOUNDATION is an Interreg Europe funded SME Competitiveness project that brings 

together nine partners in a consortium led by Cork Institute of Technology. The 

project is focused on supporting regions pre and post shocks and closures of anchor 

tenants in their industrial ecosystems. The impacts of a closure of course go beyond 

direct employees and ripple, wave like throughout the regional services sector and 

economy. Management of such anticipated structural change requires proactive 

renewal of business approaches and policy supports.

In the wake of COVID-19 the FOUNDATION partnership wishes to share information, 

training opportunities and good practices with external stakeholders to support them 

in accessing information to plan for the future. Whilst our medical professionals 

fight this pandemic on the front line, collaborative sharing by regional stakeholders 

can support resilience of all regions across Europe and further afield in enabling 

them to adapt to what is unprecedented change.



Industrial Innovation

The Fourth Industrial Revolution

Murcia Industry 4.0 Strategy aims to create 

around 20,000 highly skilled jobs, increase 

industrial productivity by 10% and raise the 

weight of regional industry to 21% between 

2021 and 2027. Read more

Innovative fire engine from Upper Austria

Innovative products and services are the most 

important growth engine for Upper Austria as 

a business location. Rosenbauer, the 

firefighting equipment manufacturer from 

Leonding, won the State Price for Innovation 

2021 with its fire engine of the future. Read 

more

Key International Alliances

IMPROVE! Cross-border DIH network

Digitalization is bringing enormous challenges 

for businesses across all sectors. By linking 

organizations dedicated to digital 

transformation from both sides of the AT-HU 

border, the DIH network contributes to the 

digital transformation of the SMEs. Read more

MATCHER: Green Deal Edition 2021

MATCHER is an International Open 

Innovation program based in Emilia-Romagna 

region that allows to start corporate 

collaborations. In December the Big.Match 

and Final.Match, the closing moments of 

MATCHER, will take place. Read more

Want to know more? Click here



Fostering Digitalisation

DIGITAL360 supports SMEs to develop 

digital strategies

The pandemic drove the rapid adoption of 

digital technologies, forcing organisations to 

implement solutions they never planned to roll 

out at such a pace, with long-term decisions 

taken in weeks or even days. GM Business 

Growth Hub launched a digital innovation 

support service for business. Read more

100 K adults improved their digital skills

The project CONNECTED LITHUANIA 

which aims to help the LT population to 

improve their digital skills and learn to use 

ICT efficiently, safely and responsibly, 

exceeded its expectations. More than 104 

thousand adults voluntarily attended the 

courses to improve their digital skills. Read 

more

Inititives to Support Resilience

Polish "#ideadlarozwojubiznesu"

The  event titled "Idea Rozwoju Twój 

Biznesu" (Your Business Development Idea)  

is a series of online meetings devoted to 

selected solutions from the Polish Order, as 

well as the anti-crisis and financial shield 

addressed to fight with bad influence of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Read more

Finn Fashion Friday

Finnish Textile & Fashion  launches "Finn 

Fashion Friday" to get people support local 

textile companies instead of "Black Friday" 

shopping in web stores. Read more



Ireland ranked top for dealing with COVID

Bloomberg ranks countries according to how the virus is being handled with the least social and 

economic upheaval. Having vaccinated more than 90% of adults and weakened the link between 

infection and deaths Ireland has topped the list. Read More

Project Partners

Want to know more news? Click here
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